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which we have of a particular achievement of his suggests that it was he who first carried the theory of irrationals beyond the first step, namely the discovery by the Pythagoreans of the irrationality of \/2. According to the Theaetetus,1 Theodorus
cwas proving2 to us a certain thing about square roots (Svvdpets), I mean (the square roots, i.e. sides) of three square feet and of five square feet, namely that these roots are not commensurable in length with the foot-length, and he went on in this way, taking all the separate cases up to the root of 17 square feet, at which point, for some reason, he stopped'.
That is, he proved the irrationality of \/3, </5 ... up to -s/17. It does not appear, however, that he had reached any definition of a surd in general or proved any general proposition about all surds, for Theaetetus goes on to say:
£The idea occurred to the two of us (Theaetetus and the younger Socrates), seeing that these square roots appeared
1	Theaetetus, 147 d sq.
2	Il€pi  8vvdfj.«uv ti  rjiJLLV  0€0§a>pOff o6e  €ypa$€,   tyjs re rptrrodos irepL  kol
7T€VT€TTo8oS   [dirO<paLVO)v]   OTL   pT)K€t   0V   CTVfJ.fJL€TpOL TJJ  TTO&UUa.      Certain Writers
(H. Vogt in particular) persist in taking Zypafa in this sentence to mean drew or constructed. The idea is that Theodorus's exposition must have included two things, first the construction of straight lines representing v^3, */<)... (of course by means of the Pythagorean theorem, Eucl. 1.47), in order to show that these straight lines exist, and secondly the proof that each of them is incommensurable with 1; therefore, it is argued, eypa$e must indicate the construction and anofyalvuv the proof. But in the first place it is impossible that eyptxpf rt ircpi, 'he wrote something about' (roots), should mean ' constructed each of the roots'. Moreover, if cwro0aii/a>t> is bracketed (as it is by Burnet), the supposed contrast between fypa(f)€ and arro<j)aiva>v disappears, and cypac^c must mean 'proved', in accordance with the natural meaning of eypacjbc ti, because there is nothing else to govern on /zt}k€i, kt\. ('that they are not commensurable in length...'), which phrase is of course a closer description of rt. There are plenty of instances of ypdfaw in the sense of ' prove'. Aristotle says (Topics, 6. 3, 158 b 29) 'It would appear that in mathematics too some things are difficult to prove (ou pa8ia>s ypdfacrQai) owing to the want of a definition, e. g. that a straight line parallel to the side and cutting a plane figure (parallelogram) divides the straight line (side) and the area similarly '. Cf. Archimedes, On the Sphere and Cylinder, ii, Pref.,' It happens that most of them are proved (ypdfavQai) by means of the theorems ...'; ' Such of the theorems and problems as are proved (ypdfarai) by means of these theorems I have proved (or written out, ypd^as) and send you in this book'; Quadrature of a Parabola, Pref., ' I have proved (eypa<j>ov) that every cone is one third of the cylinder with the same base and equal height by assuming a lemma similar to that aforesaid.'
I do not deny that Theodorus constructed his ' roots'; I have no doubt that he did ; but this is not what eypa^e rt means.

